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We present a theoretical demonstration on the generation of entangled coherent states and of coherent
state superpositions, with photon numbers and frequencies orders of magnitude higher than those provided
by the current technology. This is achieved by utilizing a quantum mechanical multimode description of the
single- and two-color intense laser field driven process of high harmonic generation in atoms. It is found
that all field modes involved in the high harmonic generation process are entangled, and upon performing a
quantum operation, lead to the generation of high photon number optical cat states spanning from the far
infrared to the extreme ultraviolet spectral region. This provides direct insights into the quantum
mechanical properties of the optical field in the intense laser matter interaction. Finally, these states
can be considered as a new resource for fundamental tests of quantum theory, quantum information
processing, or sensing with nonclassical states of light.
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The superposition of classically distinguishable states is
of fundamental interest since the development of quantum
theory, and was brought to an extreme by Schrödinger in
his famous Gedankenexperiment [1]. In quantum optics
this notion can be retrieved by superpositions of coherent
states [2,3]. Besides their use for fundamental testing of
quantum mechanics [4,5], the generation of these
Schrödinger cat states, and of entangled coherent states
[6,7], is also of direct technological importance. These
states are a powerful tool in quantum information process-
ing [8–11], quantum computation [12,13], quantum met-
rology [14], or can be used to visualize the classical-to-
quantum transition [15]. To generate superpositions of
coherent states, atom-light interaction in cavities [16,17],
or conditioning approaches at the output of a beam splitter
[18–20] can be employed. Such conditioning experiments
are of general interest in quantum information theory due to
their ability to generate entangled optical states [21], to
describe quantum operations [22] or conditional quantum
measurements [23,24]. But, the size of the generated
superpositions of coherent states is limited to the range
of a few photons, corresponding to moderately small

coherent state amplitudes [3,25,26], restricting their appli-
cability in quantum information processing. However, due
to the relevance of such nonclassical states of light in
quantum technologies [8,13,27], it is of particular interest
to generate a superposition, and entanglement, of coherent
states with high photon numbers. In the present Letter we
show how both can be achieved by means of a conditioning
procedure, performed on a so far unrelated photonic
platform, namely, intense laser-matter interaction. Laser
sources can easily reach intensities of up to 1014 W=cm2,
and the field induced material response can be highly
nonlinear [28]. Since these laser fields naturally involve
very high photon numbers with corresponding coherent
state amplitudes in the range of jαj ¼ 106, it will be of great
advantage to use them for the generation of the sought high
photon number nonclassical field states [29,30]. Until
recently the intense laser-matter interaction was mainly
described by a semiclassical theory, in which the laser field
was considered classically such that the properties of the
quantum state of the field were not envisioned. A com-
monly used intense laser driven process is the generation of
high-order harmonics, in which the coherent properties of
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the driving laser are transferred to an electronic wave
packet, and later returned to the field modes by the
emission of coherent radiation at frequencies of integer
multiple of the driving laser field [31]. However, recent
advances in the quantum optical description of high
harmonic generation (HHG) [30,32–36] allow us to con-
ceive new experiments, in which nonclassical properties of
the field can be observed with prospective use for modern
quantum technologies. In particular, it was shown that a
conditioning procedure on HHG can lead to nonclassical
optical Schrödinger cat states in the infrared spectral range
[30]. To extend the approach to different spectral regions,
and to unravel the entanglement between all field modes
participating in the HHG process, we have developed a
complete quantum mechanical multimode approach. This
is used for the description of the interaction of atoms with
single- and two-color intense laser fields. We show that all
field modes involved in the HHG process are naturally
entangled, and upon performing a quantum operation leads
to the generation of a high photon number coherent state
superposition spanning from the extreme ultraviolet (XUV)
to the far infrared (IR). We provide the conditions for the
generation of XUV cat states, and for the generation of
entangled coherent states between two frequency modes in
the IR regime with very high photon numbers.
For the description we consider an uncorrelated state

prior to the laser-matter interaction jgi ⊗ jϕi, in which the
atom is prepared in its ground state jgi and the field is
described by jϕi ¼ jαi ⊗ jf0qgi, where jf0qgi ¼ ⊗qj0qi.
The intense driving laser in the fundamental mode is in a
coherent state jαi, and the harmonic modes q ∈ f2;…; Ng
are in the vacuum, where the generated harmonics extend
to a cutoff N. If the interaction is conditioned on the
atomic ground state (leading to HHG) [30,31], neglecting
the correlations of the atomic dipole moment [37],
the effective interaction is described by a multimode
displacement operator [30,38],DðχÞ ¼ Q

N
q¼1DðχqÞ, where

χq ¼ −iκ ffiffiffi
q

p hdiðqωÞ, with coupling constant κ, and
the Fourier transform of the time-dependent dipole
moment expectation value hdiðqωÞ ¼ R∞

−∞ dthdiðtÞeiqωt.
Accordingly, the state of the field after the interaction is
shifted jϕ0i ¼ DðχÞjϕi ¼ jαþ χ1i ⊗N

q¼2 jχqi. The shift of
the coherent state amplitude of the driving laser χ1 ¼ δα
accounts for the depletion of the fundamental mode due to
HHG, which modes are displaced by χq. However, since the
depletion of the fundamental mode and the shift of the
harmonic modes are correlated, the actual mode which is
excited due to the interaction with the atomic medium is
given by a wave packet mode consisting of all field modes
participating in the process. The excitation of this wave
packet mode can be described by the creation operator B†,
with the corresponding number states jñi satisfying
B†Bjñi ¼ ñjñi. It is this wave packet mode that is excited
during the HHG process [30]. In order to take into account

the correlation between the shift of the fundamental and
harmonic modes, we represent the total state jϕ0i in terms
of the wave packet mode jñi. Considering only those cases
where an excitation of the wave packet mode is present, but
without discriminating between the number of excitation,
we project on

P
ñ≠0 jñihñj, and obtain

jψi ¼ ½1 − j0̃ih0̃j�jαþ δαi ⊗N
q¼2 jχqi: ð1Þ

Recalling that the vacuum state of this wave packet mode
is given by the initial state before the interaction, i.e.,
j0̃i≡DðαÞj0i ⊗ jf0qgi, the total state of the field after the
HHG process is given by (up to normalization)

jψi ¼ jαþ δαi ⊗N
q¼2 jχqi

− hαjαþ δαijαi ⊗N
q¼2 h0qjχqij0qi: ð2Þ

It shows that in the process of HHG all field modes,
including the fundamental and all harmonic modes, are
naturally entangled. Thus, whenever harmonics are gen-
erated the state of the total optical field is entangled. Note
that the field modes are entangled in such a way that
measuring one mode can leave the entanglement of the
other modes intact, which suggests the ability of using
HHG for generating high dimensional optical cluster states
[39] which are used for measurement based quantum
computation [40,41].
This entangled state, which is heralded by the generation

of harmonic radiation, shall now be used to generate
nonclassical coherent state superposition from the far-IR
to XUV spectral region. This is achieved by using the
scheme developed in [30] for the generation of optical
cat states in the IR regime. This scheme is illustrated in
Fig. 1, and relies on a postselection procedure by perform-
ing a measurement on the harmonic modes without
photon number resolving detectors [30,34]. Part of this

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the conditioning measurement
performed in HHG to generate coherent state superposition.
The intense driving laser in the fundamental mode described by
the coherent state jαi interacts with a HHG medium, and the
generated optical field is in the wave packet mode corresponding
to jñi. This gives rise to an entangled state between all field
modes jψi. Performing a conditioning measurement on the
harmonics modes, by projecting on jfχqgi ¼ ⊗qjχqi, the funda-
mental mode is found in the coherent state superposition jΨi.
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measurement constitutes a conditioning on HHG by sepa-
rating it from other processes (like ionization), i.e., taking
only into account the wave packet excitations via jñi. Thus,
the fundamental mode conditioned on the harmonic signal
is given by projecting on the harmonic coherent states
jΨi ¼ hfχqgjψi of amplitude χq. The fundamental mode,
up to normalization, is then found to be in a superposition
of coherent states

jΨi ¼ jαþ δαi − hαjαþ δαie−Ωjαi; ð3Þ

where Ω ¼ P
q>1 jχqj2. This state coincides with the state

recently reported and measured in [30], but with the proper
prefactor for the second term which takes into account
all modes appearing in the experiment. To understand
the influence of the decoherence factor Ω we only
consider energy conserving events during HHG, i.e.,
jδαj2 ¼ P

N
q¼3 qjχqj2. Assuming that the shift of the

harmonics are equal, and using that in single-color
HHG only odd harmonics are generated, we find that
Ω ¼ 2jδαj2ðN − 1Þ=ðN2 þ 2N − 3Þ. We thus observe that
the influence of the harmonics scales as Oð1=NÞ with the
harmonic cutoff. Because of the extension to large har-
monic orders, it makes the scheme intrinsically robust
against this kind of decoherence [see Supplemental
Material [42] (SM) for more details].
However, due to the complete multimode description of

the HHG process developed in this work, we can further
generalize this scheme to generate nonclassical optical
states in extreme wavelength regimes. In fact the process of
HHG allows us to generate entanglement between different
frequency modes of the optical field ranging from the far-
IR to the XUV regime. Depending on the particular modes
measured on the state (2), for instance measuring all modes
except q̃ ∈ fqi; qjg, we obtain the entangled state

jΨiji ¼ ⊗
q̃
jχq̃i − e−Ωij⊗

q̃
h0q̃jχq̃ij0q̃i; ð4Þ

where Ωij ¼
P

q≠q̃ jχq̃j2. Note that for the driving laser
mode we have j01i≡ jαi and jχ1i≡ jαþ δαi. This scheme
therefore leads to entangled states between IR-IR, IR-XUV,
and XUV-XUVmodes by choosing qi and qj appropriately.
For instance, by interchanging the role of the fundamental
with the harmonics, i.e., measuring the fundamental mode
and projecting (2) on the coherent state jαþ δαi, we obtain
the entangled state of all harmonic modes

jΨΩi ¼ ⨂
q
jχqi − e−jδαj2⨂

q
e−

1
2
jχqj2 j0qi: ð5Þ

The fact that the remaining harmonic modes are still
entangled, illustrates the peculiar feature of the entangled
state in (2) as an optical cluster state with possible

application in quantum information processing. If we
further measure the harmonic modes q0 ≠ q, the state of
the qth harmonic is given by

jΨqi ¼ jχqi − e−γj0qi; ð6Þ

where γ ¼ jδαj2 þ Ω0 þ 1
2
jχqj2 with Ω0 ¼ P

q0≠q jχq0 j2.
The state jΨqi represents a superposition of a coherent
state with the vacuum in the XUV regime. To characterize
this state we compute the corresponding Wigner function
[43,44]

WqðβÞ ¼
2N2

q

π
½e−2jβ−χqj2 þ e−ðΩþΩ0Þe−2jδαj2e−2jβj2

−e−Ωe−jδαj2e−2jβj2ðe2βχ�q þ e2β
�χqÞ�; ð7Þ

with the normalization Nq of (6). In Fig. 2(a) we show the
Wigner function (7) for an XUV field of wavelength
λXUV ¼ 72.7 nm for the 11th harmonic of a driving laser
with frequency λIR ¼ 800 nm. For comparison, Fig. 2(b)
shows the Wigner function of the IR field corresponding to
(3). The nonclassical features of the XUV and IR coherent
state superposition are clearly visible, as both deviate from
the Gaussian distribution of a coherent state and depict
negative values. Since the corresponding mean photon
number for the Wigner functions of Fig. 2(a) is less than
one, it makes this scheme an interesting source for
generating single XUV photons.
However, to obtain a genuine high photon number

coherent state superposition in the XUV regime, a second
and independent HHG process can be added to the
proposed scheme. In the second HHG process, harmonics
are generated within the same frequency mode with
amplitude χ0q. Formally, coherently adding the harmonic
mode from both schemes, i.e., the low photon number
coherent state superposition (6) with the high photon
number coherent state jχ0qi, gives rise to the coherent state
superposition

FIG. 2. Wigner function of the coherent state superposition (a)
of the qth harmonic Eq. (6) and (b) of the fundamental mode
corresponding to Eq. (3). The calculation has been performed
using δα ¼ −0.2, such that χq ≈ 0.03 for a harmonic cutoff
N ¼ 11. The opposite shift in imaginary part reflects the
correlation between the field modes.
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jΨ0
qi ¼ Dðχ0qÞjΨqi ¼ jχ0q þ χqi − eiϕ

0
e−γjχ0qi; ð8Þ

where ϕ0 ¼ Imðχ0qχ�qÞ. Regardless of the small average
photon number in (6) with χq ≪ 1, the spatiotemporal
overlap with the large amplitude coherent state jχ0qi leads to
the effective displacement operation in (8) [45]. Thus, the
coherent state superposition in the IR (3) and XUV (8)
describe large amplitude optical cat states. Taking into
account the typical photon numbers of the IR driving field
and the conversion efficiency of the HHG process [46], the
IR and XUV cat state can be produced with photon
numbers in the range of hnIRi ∼ 1013 and hnXUVi ∼ 107

photons per pulse, respectively. Here we want to emphasize
that HHG is performed in vacuum such that the optical field
is subjected to negligible environmental decoherence
effects during propagation. In addition to the technological
importance of generating coherent state superpositions in
the XUV and IR spectral range, they depict a notable
feature which has a direct consequence to fundamental test
of quantum theory. Namely, the opposite shift in the
imaginary part of their Wigner function is a result of the
correlation in the shift of the coherent state amplitudes of
the field modes in the process of HHG. Such quantum
correlations between field modes can be used, via homo-
dyne quadrature measurements, towards violating Bell-
type inequalities [4,5].
However, to generate genuine high photon number

entangled coherent states in the order of jαj ¼ 106 we
generalize the HHG process by using a two-color driving
field. Such high harmonic generation experiments are often
performed for a ω − 2ω laser frequency configuration with
frequencies in the visible to far-infrared spectral region,
with parallel or orthogonal polarizations between the two
driving lasers [47–49]. In this case, the initial state of the
two mode driving field is given by jα1i ⊗ jα2i, such that
the total field after the interaction with the HHG medium is
given by jα1 þ δα1i ⊗ jα2 þ δα2i ⊗ jfχ̄qgi, where δα1
and δα2 are the depletion of the two driving field modes,
respectively. Following the procedure introduced above,
and after taking into account the correlations via the
corresponding wave packet mode, the obtained state
reads

jΨi ¼ jα1 þ δα1i ⊗ jα2 þ δα2i⨂
q>2

jχ̄qi

− e−iðφ1þφ2Þe−1
2
Δjα1i ⊗ jα2i⨂

q>2
e−

1
2
jχ̄qj2 j0qi; ð9Þ

where φi ¼ Imðαiδα�i Þ and Δ ¼ jδα1j2 þ jδα2j2. By con-
ditioning on the harmonic signal, i.e., projecting on jfχ̄qgi,
we obtain

jECSi ¼ jα1 þ δα1i ⊗ jα2 þ δα2i
− e−iðφ1þφ2Þe−1

2
Δe−Ω̄jα1i ⊗ jα2i; ð10Þ

with Ω̄ ¼ P
q>2 jχ̄qj2. This scheme can be utilized in the

spectral range from the visible to the far-infrared regime,
which is within the telecom optical fiber wavelength regime
useful for long distance entanglement distribution for
quantum information processing due to minimized attenu-
ation. Because of the high degree of coherent control in the
two-color HHG processes, the relative field amplitudes and
phase of the amplitude entangled state between the two
physical frequency modes can be tailored in a controllable
way. For instance, by independently varying the driving
field amplitudes αi or the relative depletion δαi via the
respective field polarization, e.g., linear or circular orthogo-
nal polarized fields.
In order to compare the single- and two-color HHG setup

we shall quantify the degree of entanglement between the
field modes in each scheme. Wewill make use of the degree
of purity of the reduced density matrix of a subsystem.
Since the reduced density matrix of an entangled state is not
pure ρ2 ≠ ρ, we use the linear entropy Slin ¼ 1 − Trðρ2Þ as
a quantitative measure of the involved entanglement
between coherent states [50,51]. Since Trðρ2Þ ≤ 1, where
the equality only holds for pure states, a nonvanishing
linear entropy serves as a witness of entanglement in the
total system. For the single-color HHG experiment (2) we
particularly focus on two cases. First, on the entanglement
between the fundamental driving field with all harmonic
modes, and second, on the entanglement of n harmonic
modes with all remaining modes (including the fundamen-
tal). We thus compute the reduced density matrices of the
fundamental mode, and for the q ∈ f2;…; nþ 1g harmon-
ics via ρq¼1 ¼ Trq>1ðjψihψ jÞ, and ρnq ¼ Trq0≠qðjψihψ jÞ,
respectively. The corresponding linear entropy measures,
for the fundamental mode S1lin (black, solid line) and for n
harmonics Snqlin (black dashed line and dotted line), are
shown in Fig. 3 as a function of jδαj (SM) [42]. The
entanglement witness depends on the depletion of the
fundamental mode δα, which is correlated to the harmonic
amplitude χq. We observe that the entanglement between
the fundamental mode with the harmonics (solid) is larger
than the entanglement between n harmonic modes with all
other field modes (dashed, dotted), and that the entangle-
ment measure monotonically decreases for an increasing
depletion of the fundamental mode. For large δα, all
entanglement decays since the amplitude of the second
term in (2) vanishes due to the decreasing overlap between
the two coherent states. For the different partitions of the n
harmonic modes we observe that for larger n the entangle-
ment with the remaining modes is increased and almost
negligible for n ¼ 1. For the two-color HHG process in
which an entangled pair of coherent states of large
amplitude can be generated (10), we quantify the involved
entanglement by tracing over the second 2ω driving field
mode in (10). The corresponding linear entropy S0lin is
shown in Fig. 3 (red) for different ratios of the depletion of
the two modes r ¼ jδα2j2=jδα1j2 (SM). We observe that for
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small depletion the involved entanglement between the two
driving field modes in the two-color HHG experiment is
larger than in any single-color experiment, and is the largest
for equal depletion (red, solid line). For a larger depletion
jδα the entanglement decays slower when the 2ω field has
smaller depletion than the ω mode, e.g., r ¼ 0.5 (red,
dotted line). In the opposite case, with r ¼ 2.0, the
entanglement is smallest (red, dashed line).
In conclusion, we developed a quantum mechanical

multimode approach for the description of HHG driven
by single- and two-color intense laser fields. We showed
that all field modes involved in the HHG process are
naturally entangled once harmonics are generated.
Performing quantum operations on particular field modes
leads to the generation of high photon number coherent
state superpositions spanning from the XUV to the far IR
spectral region. We provided the conditions for the gen-
eration of XUV-IR correlated coherent state superposition,
and the generation of entangled states in the visible-IR
spectral region with controllable quantum features. The
entangled states generated by using HHG are determinis-
tically generated whenever harmonic radiation is emitted,
and the coherent state superposition is heralded when the
conditioning measured is performed. Considering that a
similar HHG mechanism underlies a majority of the
intense-laser matter interactions [35,52,53], we anticipate
that the findings will set the stage for conceiving novel
experiments for the generation of a whole family of high
photon number nonclassical entangled field states, chal-
lenging the quantum state characterization schemes [54],
advancing fundamental studies of quantum theory and

providing a new platform for optical quantum technologies
[27]. Finally, we note that the dynamics of the HHG process
is intrinsically in the attosecond time regime, which further
stress the potential impact of the present work on quantum
information technologies towards a previously inaccessible
time scale, and can further be used for optical signaling and
spectroscopy with nonclassical light states [55].
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